Where Loving, Caring, and Serving Matter
Our story began with a very simple belief, that is, it is more than just your nails!
Our missions were inspired and formulated by a personal life-changing-story from our good and
beloved friend Mark Hemingway — that we all can make a difference in someone’s life
regardless of whatever platforms we have.
With this conviction, LCS Nails was established in the beginning of 2016, partnering with senior
living communities to bring our limited mobile nail services to residents in these communities. In
the beginning of 2018, we extend our missions by establishing our first salon in the city of
Frisco, TX. We are passionately building and cultivating LCS Nails to where loving, caring, and
serving matter!

Company overview
We have designed a space that has an Industrial, Mid-Century Modern, Millennial, Hipster vibe.
I guess you could say a bit “Eclectic”! We know its not “the norm”, but that was our goal! We
want to make it comfortable, casual, fun and relaxing as much as we possibly can while your
getting your mani-pedi-wax done! Our goal in creating such a space was to make you feel like a
“guest” not just “a number”.
We want you to be able to chill while you are at LCS Nails! Everyday we will be offering
complimentary margarita’s, beer, soda, wine, coffee, and water AND on some days… a
“specialty fun drink”!
For our regular guest, if you have somewhere you need to go, or an appointment for work and
need to wrap something up on your laptop etc.. and you have 30 minutes to blow, puh-lezzz feel
free to come in and sip on a beverage of your choice, sit on the couch and gitter done!!.
At LCS Nails! we are “more than a salon”! Our desire is to be able to reach out to the
Community around us and help others! While including other businesses along with LCS Nails!
we can learn, grow and benefit from each other while at the same time impacting others. At
different times of the month, we will be having fashion shows from our surrounding Boutiques.
On some Friday or Saturday afternoons, we will bring in “starving artist” and enjoy listening to
them play. We will be serving different hors d’oeurvres from our locals. As time goes on, we will

bring in businesses that will help them succeed while at the same time making it fun for you “our
guest”!

SPECIAL EVENT
With partnership to Baja Mex Grill, MoMo Japanese Cuisine, and Casa Linda Bakery & Cafe, we
can host your special events and gatherings at our salon. Call today and book your special
event with us!
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